DRYING BEHAVIOUR OBSERVATIONS FOR WOOD CHIPS OF GRADE EN14961
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Abstract
Solid biofuels such as woodchips have always been a significant source of fuel in the field of renewable energy. However, the drying of wood chips has been a challenge in preparing biofuels and other applications. The moisture content of below 25% in the wood chips of grade EN 14961 is considered the premium wood chip material. Solar drying emerged as a leading solution for the drying of wood chips. The paper investigates the comparison of moisture removal rate using a natural convective solar dryer compared to open sun drying developed at Miskolc, Hungary (48°06'15.0"N 20°47'30.0"E).
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1. Introduction
The wood as a forest-based product is a significant contribution as a solid fuel to biomass energy production. The European Union EU countries are bound to see an increase in renewable energy sources using RES to curb carbon emissions.[1] The EU countries have been and continue to be a significant global contributor of wood as biomass fuel for power generation.[2] The interrelation of carbon emissions and RES. The study suggests that for EU nations, the correlation between RES and economic growth of nations is higher in high gross development product GDP countries than in low GDP countries.[3]Recent research findings estimate that woody biomass has promising prospects in the coming decades with reduced carbon emissions.[4] The research prediction for 2050 suggests (0-165 EJ/year) consumption of wood biomass with a price range of (0-30$/GJ) can substitute 2-18% of global primary energy consumption on earth.[5] The wood chip's combustion properties should be intact thoroughly to make the optimum use of these predictions. Thus, proper drying or moisture removal from the wood material becomes an inevitable process. Hybrid solar drying with phase change material and various modelling techniques emerged as a promising solution to agriculture and forest-based products.[6][7] Data from EUROSTAT reveals that renewable energy consumption grew by 78.6% among the EU countries. This growth was noticed for the duration between 2005-2016.
2. Drying of wood chips

For proper utilization of biomass, the wood material must be dried adequately to enhance its calorific value. The wood is majorly used as biomass and, most of the time, in chip forms. The forest residuals are collected in the form of big log heads of trees. These log heads are crushed as chips for various applications, mostly gasification. The fresh logs from forests sometimes have water content beyond 70%. This water absorption makes it completely useless in gasification and other heat-generating applications. Thus, the drying of these wood chips becomes an inevitable part of the process. To enhance energy efficiency and reduce the load on gasification, a good calorific value must be maintained in the process. This could only be achieved by optimum moisture removal from the wood. The optimization of moisture content also depends on the application of the product. According to the European Union standards for wood chips, the moisture content should be below 25%, and for biomass to produce pellets, it should be less than 10%.

Drying also requires some pre-treatments, especially in wood, for various applications—some of the standard practices pre-soaking, preheating, end coating, and warp control. Pre-soaking is done to keep the essence of the wood, for example, color and odor. Preheating is done chiefly commercially for improvement in permeability of the wood matter by using saturated steam. End coating prevents the product quality by ensuring the smoothness of the product. Warp is a sort of distortion, and sometimes it's a pre-treatment to check the distortion in the product.

Moisture in the wood of any form consists of two parts: the free water detached from the cell wall, and the other is bound water in which water is stuck with the cell walls. The simple way to know moisture content on a dry basis can be found with the formula below:

\[ X = \frac{\text{Mass of Water}}{\text{Oven Dry Mass}} \]

The hygroscopic nature of the wood varies from type to type. The "bound water" inside cell walls is highly reflective of the hygroscopic nature of the wood. For "free water," the characteristics such as density, viscosity, vapor pressure, etc., are similar to regular water. Hence the behaviour of free water is quite predictable in nature. The simulations of the drying process are very critical in understanding the drying behaviour of the wood chips. Several macroscopic level equations govern the drying process, but they vary with the combination of state variables utilized in the study. Some of the common combinations are as below: [11]

- Only on Moisture content level (Saturation)
- Moisture content and Temperature (Enthalpy)
- Moisture content, temperature, and Gaseous pressure

The only moisture content-based model is the simplest way of analysis and is mostly done to understand the wood material's basic drying behaviour. The second type of research should be used where the temperature plays a critical role in the drying process. Its recommended for industrial or commercial studies. The third combination is only for detailed analyses. The models in which the internal gaseous pressure has a direct effect on moisture movement.

Low-temperature convective drying is the most common practice in the commercial wood drying sector. Understanding the basic physical behaviour of wood chips could be related to two steps. In the first step, the constant drying rate is observed, and the second phase is of decreasing drying stage. The two-staged process detail is depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
During the constant drying period, the moisture movement occurs due to capillary forces. In this period, evaporation occurs with dynamic equilibrium inside the boundary walls. In the second stage, when it's decreasing the drying rate, the wood's hygroscopic nature comes into play. In this region, the bound water vaporization takes place on a partial basis. Henceforth, heat flux is pushed through conduction in the cell walls' inner parts for enhancing heat transfer.
3. Materials and Method

During experiments, various shapes and sizes of the wood chips of grade EN14961 were used in the laboratory. EN14961 is the European grade of solid biomass fuel utilized for various industrial as well as Nonindustrial applications. The moisture content measurement was done using lab-scale moisture measuring instrument. These woodchips are readily available around the forest regions of Miskolc city. The woodchips were pre-soaked for 24 Hrs before sun-drying the chips in a box-type dryer developed at laboratory itself.

4. Observations:

The experiments were carried out on two different conditions (a) open sun drying of the chips (b) Drying inside the box type solar dryer. The moisture measuring device works with a sample of below 5 grams capacity. Hence different hourly samples were placed to notice the moisture removal with a percentage drop. The experiments were carried out for four different days to understand the drop behaviour. The behaviour analysis is depicted through graphical representation in the below-mentioned Figure 4 and Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Moisture content decline graph for Natural convective solar dryer

Figure 5. Moisture content decline graph for Open sun drying

5. Conclusion

The comparison graph reveals insights about the drying behaviour of wood chips. These wood chips have several applications. Mostly they are used as solid biomass fuel in large quantities for gasification purposes. Some of the points understood by this study are mentioned discussed below.
In the case of open sun drying, it was observed that the moisture content didn't go below 30% moisture content. The natural convective solar dryer produced better results and reached the moisture content of around 25%. It is recommended to use a solar cabinet dryer for achieving better results. Continuous drying, even during night hours, could be achieved by hybridizing the dryer with a latent heat source to supply heat in the evening hours.
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